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      Concrete park bench with table and  bottom plate

The concrete supports are, as usual in our designs, very robustly made.  The bench with table and bottom plate are made in one integrated piece. The bottom plate has a diamond-patterned anti-slip profile.  Using this bottom plate makes it easy to place the set level in the grass, and therefore it is simple to keep clean.

Both the seats and the backrest are made of high-quality pressed bamboo (Durability Class 1).

The Park Bench has been ergonomically designed, and the seat height of 50 centimetres also makes it very comfortable for the elderly.



     


    
  Specificaties

  	Productcode
	BB.PBT


        	Kleur
	Natural concrete


        	Dimensions (L X W)
	248 x 156 cm


        	Seat height
	50 cm


        	Seating corner
	103 degrees


        	Weight
	1130 kg


        	Material seat
	Bamboo


        	Number of seats
	4


  



    


    
  


  
    

      
      
        £ 3,250.00
         excl. BTW

        (£ 3,900.00 incl. VAT)

      
              
          2nd product and following for £ 2,700.00 each, save 16% !        

      
      
                
          Free delivery inthe United Kingdom        

        Delivery time is 0 to 6 working weeks.
                          Average delivery time is          33          business days.
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    Contact

    
              
        0114 352 0110
        

         
      
      	
             Pay after delivery          
	
             Delivery time is 0 to 6 working weeks          
	
               Average delivery time is 33 business days (GB)            
	
             Bestel rechtstreeks bij de fabrikant          
	
           Customers rate HeBlad 9.3
        
	
           Already more than 20.000 tables sold worldwide        
	
           TÜV certification        
	
             Call us, we speak English!          
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